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A collection of quotations and references about many-sorted logic (MSL), order-sorted logic (OSL), 
and applications. 

1. Excerpts from a book on MSL (Meinke & Tucker 1993)
Preface, p. vii   Any reasonable logical system can be naturally translated into many-sorted first-order 
logic; thus many-sorted first-order logic is a universal logic. Since many-sorted logic can be translated 
into single-sorted first-order logic the latter is also universal. However, as will be seen in the course of 
this book, many-sorted logic faithfully interprets the semantics of the object logical language and is, in 
practical terms, computationally more expressive and efficient. M. Manzano develops case studies in 
the translation of logics for second-order logic and propositional dynamic logic. 

p. xvi   Many-sorted logic stands beside category theory and type theory as a very general 
mathematical framework which can: (i) support foundational studies; (ii) provide tools for solving 
specific problems; and (iii) be processed by machines. It is simpler to use than category theory and type
theory and closer to applications. 

Chapter 1 by Manzano, p. 4   We might try, and have often done so, to fit or code our many-sorted 
structures and languages into single-sorted structures and languages. In fact, this is a standard approach
to many-sorted logic. This is the approach taken by one of the pioneer papers (Wang 1952). The other 
pioneer papers in which the term many-sorted first appeared are by Schmidt (1938, 1951). 

That many-sorted logic reduces to single-sorted logic is a known result and this approach is the one 
commonly use in textbooks... What is not usually said in textbooks is that the reduction has a price. 

p. 5   In 1967 Solomon Feferman pointed out that, concerning Craig’s interpolation lemma, the many-
sorted language is better because an improved version of it can be formulated and proved on this 
premise of many-sortedness. The standard conversion of many-sorted into single-sorted gives us 
several theorems, such as Löwenheim-Skolem or compactness, but there is no way to reduce the 
interpolation theorem for many-sorted logic directly from Craig’s interpolation theorem. To the best of 
our knowledge, Feferman is one of the first to have developed many-sorted logics, especially its 
infinitary version. 

p. 7   It is clear that, although many-sorted logic reduces to one-sorted logic, it has different properties. 
They differ in naturalness, in the strength of the interpolation property, and in the efficiency of the 
calculus, where the many-sorted logic is far better. Besides that, interpretation among many-sorted 
theories is not always preserved in the translation to one-sorted theories. It is also true (and obvious) 
that first-order single-sorted logic is contained in many-sorted logic. 

Chapter 6 by Cohn, p. 149   Many-sorted logics are an important kind of logic for artificial 
intelligence. There are many reasons for this; the main one perhaps is the computational efficiency that 
can be achieved when deduction takes place in a many-sorted formulation compared to an unsorted one
(for example see Frisch 1986, Walther 1985, Ohlbach and Schmidt-Schauss 1985, Cohn 1985). It is 
important to realise that the computational efficiency of using a many-sorted logic derives not simply 
from the fact that sortal reasoning (e.g. inheritance) is done by special mechanisms rather than general-



purpose inference: Bloch and Frisch (1989) have shown that, even if ordinary unsorted resolution is 
used to perform all sortal computation, a many-sorted logic can still be more efficient than unsorted 
logic primarily because of the way the search space is traversed and irrelevant branches pruned. 
Another theoretical investigation of the benefits of taxonomic syntax is McAllester et al. (1989). 

Chapter 7 by Beirle et al., p. 181   To support the desired flexibility for the taxonomic reasoning, the 
sort hierarchy of a knowledge base in the order-sorted logic style has to be linked more closely to the 
axiomatic part than by using only typed functions, predicates and variables within the formulae. The 
introduction of sort literals into L-LILOG (i.e. sort names may be used as unary predicates) provides 
the amount of flexibility we have been looking for. Owing to the availability of sort literals we are able 
to alter the taxonomic information provided in terms of the sort hierarchy of a knowledge base in a 
sophisticated way by formulating arbitrary first-order axioms involving these sort literals. This is what 
we call a close coupling of taxonomic and axiomatic information. 

p. 181   The family of knowledge representation systems based on the KL-ONE formalism (cf. 
Brachman and Schmolze 1985) also couples taxonomic and axiomatic information closely. While these
systems provide a rich formalism and respective processing mechanisms for the sort hierarchy, the 
axiomatic information (represented in the A-Box of a KL-ONE knowledge base) can be seen as a 
relatively weak extension of the taxonomic information (represented in the T-Box). An exception is 
KRYPTON (Brachman et al. 1985), which incorporates Stickel’s theorem prover for full first-order 
predicate logic into such a framework (cf. Stickel 1985). However, even then the coupling is not as 
close as we propose in this paper and for many applications of KL-ONE this may turn out to be a 
serious disadvantage. The systems of the KL-ONE family are not based on order-sorted logic and not 
all of them provide a clear semantics (see section 7.2). 

2. Other Applications of MSL
As Cohn, Beirle, and others have shown, many-sorted logic (MSL), especially order-sorted logic 
(OSL), is valuable for representing and reasoning about ontologies. Gergely and Úry (1991) show that 
an MSL with time as one of the sorts provides a general temporal logic that subsumes dynamic and 
modal versions as special cases. An OSL can improve both the expressiveness of a logic and the 
efficiency of the reasoning methods, as Aït-Kaci and Nasr (1986) have shown: 

An elaboration of the PROLOG language is described in which the notion of first-order 
term is replaced by a more general one. This extended form of terms allows the integration 
of inheritance — an IS-A taxonomy — directly into the unification process rather than 
indirectly through the resolution-based inference mechanism of PROLOG. This results in 
more efficient computations and enhanced language expressiveness. The language thus 
obtained, called LOGIN, subsumes PROLOG, in the sense that conventional PROLOG 
programs are equally well executed by LOGIN. 

More recently, Amir and Aït-Kaci (2013) compared the CEDAR system, which uses an OSL for 
classifying and querying very large taxonomies, to six OWL-based reasoners:  Fact++, HermiT,   
Pellet, TrOWL, RacerPro, and SnoRocket.  They compared them on four taxonomies that ranged in 
size from 111,559 sorts or classes (Wikipedia) to 903,617 sorts (NCBI).  For classification, CEDAR 
was among the three fastest for all the taxonomies; on the Wikipedia taxonomy, it was five times   
faster than the second best (Fact++).  For querying, CEDAR beat all the others by several orders of 
magnitude.  The query time is the most important, since a classified CEDAR taxonomy can be saved 
and reused. CEDAR also detects cycles in the taxonomy, which are a serious source of inconsistencies. 
For related issues, see the three slide presentations by Aït-Kaci (2013). 
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